INCLUDING HOLOCAUST PHOTOGRAPHS & POSTERS, 
EARLY HEbrew BOOKS AND SOME GERMAN SYNAGOGUE EPHEMERA – 52 ITEMS

Original poster - 71 x 50 cm, professionally backed on Linen OWI No 66
Before WWII began, Nazi Propaganda Minister Josef Goebbels helped to orchestrate a massive propaganda campaign to gain the cooperation of the German people. Opinions that were contrary to Nazi beliefs were censored or eliminated from the media. The most public demonstration of this censorship occurred on the night of May 10, 1933 in Berlin, Germany. Loyal Nazis raided libraries and bookstores to remove books they thought should not be read by Germans. These books included the works of authors Albert Einstein, Helen Keller, Sigmund Freud and Ernest Hemingway, among others. The books were thrown onto huge bonfires and it is estimated that more than 25,000 books were burned that night. This censorship of ideas in Germany continued throughout WWII. [ref: 19139]

2. **Reisinger, Dan - Poster - Let My People Go**

Poster 68 x 48 cm (55.6 x 79.2 cm) professionally backed on Linen. (Israel, 1969)

**Poster from the Soviet Jewry campaign.**

One of the earliest examples of Reisinger’s political works, this illustration is based on the communist symbol of the hammer and sickle, adapted in order to protest against the Soviet Union’s policies against Jewish immigration from the USSR. The Soviet Jewry Movement (1967-1989) fought for permission for Jews to leave the Soviet Union. The movement was a defining organization for many Jews and this poster its iconic symbol. Dan Reisinger is a leading Israeli graphic artist and designer. [ref: 19140]
3. Levi Ben Gershon (Rabag) Sefer Milchomot Hashem (Sadigur copy)
Riva Di Trento, [Jacob Marcaria], 1560.
Vinograd Riva Di Trento 20.

First edition of Gersonides work on Jewish philosophy. After Maimonides Guide for the Perplexed it ranks as one of the most important works of medieval Jewish philosophy. It was printed at the printing press of the physician Jacob Marcarial who obtained a license from Cardinal Madruzzi. It bears the Cardinal’s coat of arms with the Cardinal’s hat on the title page. Vinograd notes that the title page was bigger than the book and so it has been slightly shaved.

This copy belonged to the Sadigura Rebbe, Rav Nachum Dov Friedmann. This Sadigura Rebbe was a great collector of Hebrew books and his collection was sold at Sotheby’s in London in the 1920s. This particular book was left to Rabbi Louis Jacobs by Leon Roth, the first Professor of Philosophy at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Rabbi Jacobs describes it in his book “Helping With Inquires” pages 265 and 266.
ITEM 3 continued

It has the sprawling signature of the Admor Rabbi Nachum Dovber Friedman of Sadigura, with his stamp, as well as the stamp 'Minchat Shai.' There is a small red sticker on the front pastedown stating: "The Book Collection of Rabbi Nachum Dov Friedman in Sadigura." The Admor Rabbi Menachem Nachum Dov of Sadigura [1843-1883] had a large library and signed the books and stamped them according to their origin. This book is stamped 'Minchat Shai' which means that the book was given to him by one of his Chassidim. The book also has his handwritten signature.

Additionally, it has Professor Leon Roth's name in Hebrew on the title page. The books from this collection were bound in uniform binding. The front internal hinge has almost completely gone. There is some wear possible minor worming at the beginning and right at the end but just on endpapers. An early printing of an important Hebrew classic with an interesting provenance.

[ref: 19148] £3,250
Second edition. Marginalia, 31 cm 37 leaves, Title within woodcut architectural arch. Stained and worn in places, Russian stamp and censor marks on title page. Later boards. The first edition was published in Constantinople in 1515. One of the oldest Halachic Midrashim, this edition was printed by Daniel Bomberg, the famous Venetian printer of Hebrew books and the printer of the first complete edition of the Talmud. Text in Hebrew. Vinograd Venice 244. [ref: 19146] £1,750
5. **[Holocaust] Collection of Military Press Photographs of the Liberation of Woebling (Wobbelin) Nazi Concentration Camp and Some Others Similar.** It was liberated by the 82nd Airborne Division of the US Army 2nd of May 1945.

Approx 65 photographs 26 x 20 cm, mostly of Wobbelin camp which is 5 miles north of Ludwigslust, approximately 90 miles northwest of Berlin. There are also a few photographs of the Nazi prison camps Ebenisee and Linz in Austria, liberated by the 80th Division, US Army and one or two others. Many of the photographs are of an extremely distressing nature. The photos have descriptions on the reverse and stamps passed by the SHAEF [Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force] field censor 11 May 1945.

The US Army tried to impress upon the German public the enormity of their actions and the caption on the reverse of the photo below reads *“The bodies of 200 victims of starvation at the German concentration camp near Wobbelin, were brought to Ludwigslust for burial there by German civilians, under the supervision of soldiers of the 82nd Airborne Division 9th of the US Army. The entire population of the town was forced to watch the burial of the victims and were made to file past the open graves.”*

The photo credits are from the US Army Signal Core many of the photos are by J Clemmer. They also have been stamped and signed by the military censors. Please email me for further information or images. [ref: 19155] £4,500

Protestant Chaplain, Captain Philip Hannan, Washington, D.C. of the 82nd Airborne Division, US Army offers Hebrew prayers for victims of that faith.
Half starved prisoners sit up in their rough wooden bunks, too weak to move. Some of the 60,000 prisoners of the Ebenisee Nazi prison camp in various states of starvation. Liberated by the 80th Division, 3rd US Army.

Markers for graves of 80 victims found dead of Nazi brutality in WOBELIN Concentration Camp.
6. (Rabbi Nathan Baruch ed) **Pictorial Review - Vaad Hatzala**  
**Germany** *Munich Vaad Hatzala 1948*

Original printed boards with cloth backstrip, some fraying to backstrip. 30cm, 254,[8]pp. The title page is in colour, there are new endpapers, some wear to extremities, some age toning as always, internally clean and robust, some creasing and a small tear to the last page. This is a photographic record of the activities of the Va’ad Hatzala in the period immediately after WWII and the Holocaust. As an American organization with a base in Munich, the Va’ad Hatzala provided for the religious and spiritual needs of the She’aret Hapletah, the survivors. Directed by Rabbi Nathan Baruch, the Va’ad sponsored Yeshivot, schools and synagogues, published religious texts and ran kosher kitchens, distributed Passover products and organized ambulances in the chaos of postwar Europe. This pictorial review provides a permanent photographic record of this traumatic time in the life of the Jewish DPs in 20th Century Jewish history. [ref: 19118]  

£650
Original wrappers, 21.5cm., 15pp., text in English, ex library with stamp on front wrapper, some chipping to wrappers but overall in very good condition. The Shelter was founded in 1885 by Hermann Landau with the support of two members of the Franklin family to provide impoverished Jews arriving in London from Eastern Europe with accommodation and advice, and to prevent them falling prey to crooks and fraudsters. [ref: 14698 ] £125

8. Facts and Comment on Rebural of Nazi War Criminals. British Reaction to German Move
London World Jewish Congress, Information Division 1954
Single sheet 2 sided. 33cm 2 pp. Some creasing, minor soiling. Small hole in top left hand corner. One copy is listed on Worldcat (British Library). [ref: 19113 ] £75
Original wrappers, 21.5cm, 33pp, text in Yiddish, yellowing to pages, staples rusty. Rules of Yiddish writing and orthography, published by YIVO through the Refugee Organization in Rome. [ref: 12932 ] £95

10. GANZFRIED, RABBI Shlomo [HOLocaust] KITZUR SHULCHAN ARUCH - ABREVIATED CODE OF JEWISH LAW - TEXT IN YIDDISH Landsberg Keter 1946/1947
Original wrappers, 21cm 184 pp. Text in Yiddish. The pages are age toned and there is a chip out of the front wrapper but overall in good condition. Historic Holocaust item, produced for the Shearet HaPleateh (Survivors) after the war for use in the DP camps. The last page has dedications by the publishers for members of their families murdered in the Holocaust. The book was published in Landsberg DP camp. [ref: 17689 ] £180
11. **Pirkei Rebbe Eliezer**  *Landsberg Yizchaki (Yitzchak Meir Yoskovitch from Lodz and Yitzchak Shrag Perlman from Kalisch) 1947/1948.*

[ref: 19089 ]

A classic rabbinic work published in the Landsberg DP camp for the use of the Shearet HaPletah, Survivors. £95

12. **The Holy Bible, Chumash with Rashi and Targum (In Hebrew) - Shearet HaPletah - Deluxe Version for Donors with the Name Mr L Greenblatt**  *Munich Vaad Hatzala 1947*

Original blue leather version (for donors) 18cm, pages yellowed. Some wear to binding, rear hinge cracked. A publication of the Vaad Hatzala, an organisation set up to save Jewish people from the Nazis, and in the aftermath of the war, they provided for the needs of the refugees in Europe. They published numerous religious texts for distribution in the DP camps. This historic book has a dedication to Harry Truman printed on one of the endpapers with a coloured flag of the US imposed upon it. The next page has a letter in Hebrew followed by a beautiful colour title page offering the Chumash as a gift to the Shearet HaPletah (survivors of the Holocaust) There was an extensive Shearet HaPletah literature printed from 1945 to 1948. These were items printed and published by the Survivors or for them. The literature runs the gamut of fiction, school books, religious texts and newspapers, periodicals and even includes a chess manual in Yiddish.  

[ref: 19116 ] £550
13. **The Jewish Peril** Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion *London The Britons 1921*  

14. **Jews and the United Nations.** Why are they committed to share UN's work *London United Nations Association*  
Original wrappers, 21.5 x 9cm, (tall and narrow pamphlet) 8pp, text in English. Foxing to covers, otherwise in very good condition. There is a membership application form loosely inserted. Not dated but certainly 1948 or later. No copies listed on Worldcat or COPAC. [ref: 12149 ] £95
15. **Kibbutz Haggadah - Beit HaShittah** Beit HaShittah 1947
[ref: 19086 ]  

£150

---

Original wrappers, 22.5cm., 15pp., text in English, creased down the middle, in very good condition.
[ref: 14697 ]  

£100
17. **Maskhet Yevamot min Talmud Bavli [Tractate Yevamot from the Babylonian Talmud]** *Munich Vaad Hatzala 1948*

Original boards, cloth backstrip, 21cm, text in Hebrew, stapled, pages heavily yellowed. Some wear and discolouration to boards. At the front is a Daf Yomi calendar for the years 1947-52, and there is a letter reprinted from Rabbi Isaac Halevi Herzog, Chief Rabbi of the Holy Land (later the State of Israel) and Rabbi Samuel Sneig, the Chief Rabbi of the American Zone and based in Munich. Both these historic letters (in Hebrew) address the survivors. Rabbi Sneig addresses those learning Daf Yomi in the camps and talks about Rav Meir Shapira, the founder of Daf Yomi. A very historic item.  

[ref: 14946 ]  

£180

18. **Order of Service at the Re-Consecration of the Hammersmith & West London Synagogue, Brook Green, W6 on Sunday March 1st, 5685 - 1925** Re-Opening by Albert M. Woolf, Esq., O.B.E., A Vice-President of the United Synagogue *London United Synagogue 1925*

Original blue printed wrappers, 20cm, 11 + (1) pp Text in Hebrew and English. Very slight age-toning to wrappers, very good condition.

The Service will be conducted by the Very Reverend The Chief Rabbi, the Rev S Lipson, The Rev B Paletz, Rev Michael Adler, B.A., D.S.O., the Rev G Prince and the Rev. E. Spero. The Choir of the Synagogue will be under the direction of Mr L. Shoot.  

[ref: 19109 ]  

£75
19. **PALESTINE'S ECONOMIC ARMAMENT**
The Story of Keren Hayesod in the Third Year of War 1943

Original wrappers, 22cm, 23 pp, some rusting to staples overall good condition. Numerous illustrations, the pamphlets show the contribution of the Jewish community in Palestine towards the Allied war effort. [ref: 7086 ] £150

20. **THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE REFUGEES**
*London Christian Council for Refugees from Germany and Central Europe circa 1940*

Original self wrappers 18cm, 12 pp. Provides some details on the number of refugees. Describes the effect of the war on refugee organisations, the scope and limits of the government scheme. The Christian council was clearly working with Jewish organisations. There is an ink stamp “Scottish Christian Council for Refugees, 42 Frederick Street, Edinburgh” on the front cover. COPAC lists 5 copies in the UK, mostly small libraries. Worldcat lists no copies outside of the UK. [ref: 19108 ] £125
21. **Der Program Fun Di Amerikaner Tsionisten/ The Programme of the American Zionists**

Full texts of the resolutions which were accepted by the National Executive of the American Zionist Organisation *New York: Zionist Organisation of America* 1931

Original wrappers, 20cm., 11pp., text in Yiddish, slightly marked wrappers, overall in very good condition.

[ref: 14710 ]  
£ 95

22. **Programm fuer die Feier der Einweihung der neuen Synagoge**

[Program for celebration of the consecration of the new Synagogue]

der Synagogengemeinde “Israelitische Religionsgesellschaft” zu Frankfurt am Main am Donnerstag, 29. August 1907.

[for the Jewish religious community in Frankfurt on Thursday August 29th 1907] *Frankfurt a. M. 1907*

Original wrapper, 22 cm, 12 pp. Text in German and Hebrew. Consists of 6 psalms. Fragile, heavily worn, pages detached, age toning, chipping.

[ref: 17102 ]  
£ 75
23. **Wettbewerb fuer den Bau einer Synagoge in Posen**

[Competition (tender) for the construction of a Synagogue in Posen] *Posen*

*D. Goldberg 1904*

Original wrappers, 16.5 cm, 15 pp. Text in German. No copies listed on Worldcat. Very good condition.

[ref: 17101] £125

24. **Yedioth Iriath Tel-Aviv - Dizengoff Memorial Number**

*Tel Aviv Yedioth Iriath Tel Aviv 1936*

Original printed wrappers with photo on front cover, 33 cm, 84 pp. Text in Hebrew, illustrated. Special issue in memory of the famous first Mayor of Tel Aviv, Meir Dizengoff.

[ref: 19114] £150
25. **Alfrandi, Chaim Ben Yitzchak - Aish Dat**  
*Constantinople 1718*  
Modern cloth, 30.5cm, 84 leaves. Text in Hebrew. A book of Derashot, sermons. This copy belonged to Leo Feuchwanger. Previous owners names on title page.  
[ref: 19075 ] £350

26. **Birnbaum, Solomon A**  
*The Hebrew Scripts - with 399 Facsimiles and 188 Alphabetical Charts (2 Volumes Complete)*  
First editions thus. Folio 37 cm, 2 large volumes original blue cloth with gilt titles on spine. part 2 - the Plates was published first in 1954-1957 by Palaeographia in London (unpaginated) and the text volume Volume 1 was published by EJ Brill in 1971 (366 columns). Birnbaum published the plate volume in 4 fascicles between 1954 and 1957. Volume one containing the text was not published till 1971. The work traces the development of the Hebrew script. Some minor wear to cloth especially at corners and spine, overall very good condition.  
[ref: 19083 ] £300
27. **Britain Israel Public Affairs Committee** Ben Gurion - **Strength and Justice: A Man Remembered**

Anecdotes and Memories of David Ben Gurion

*London*  Britain Israel Public Affairs Committee  [c.1986]

Original wrappers, 21cm., 31pp., text in English, in very good condition. Information collected and reprinted from a variety of pamphlets, articles, newspaper reports, and interviews published by WZO, Jerusalem, 1986. Illustrated with 15 full page photographs.  [ref: 14156 ]  

**£45**

---

28. **Conference on Jewish Educational Reconstruction**


*London*  T. Davis & Co.  1946

Original wrappers, 19.5cm, 15 pp.  Very good condition. A conference to focus on the educational requirements of the Jewish community in a post war Europe.  

[ref: 17069 ]  

**£150**
29. **Dr. Hochfeld, Samson** *Predigt gehalten am siebenten Tage des Pessachfestes von Herrn Rabbiner Dr. Hochfeld in Berlin* [Sermon held on the 7th day of Pessach by Rabbi Dr. Hochfeld in Berlin] 

veröffentlicht vom Vorstand der Hilfskasse fuer isr. Kantoren u. Kultusbeamte, deren Witwen und Waisen in Deutschland. [publishes by the board of the fund for Jewish cantors, culture officials and their widows and orphans in Germany.]

Berlin Vostand der Hilfskasse fuer isr. Kantoren u. Kultusbeamte, deren Witwen und Waisen in Deutschland 1912

Original wrappers, 22 cm, 7 pp. Some creasing at the top edge, some age toning. [ref: 17036] £95

---

30. **Druyanov Alter** (1870-1938) *Sefer Tel Aviv Volume 1 (All Published)* - Complete with Folio of Maps

Tel Aviv Vaadat HaSefer in conjunction with the City of Tel Aviv 1936

Original cloth, 27cm, xv + 464 pp + 12 pages of ads. has photos, tables etc. Text in Hebrew. It was published in honour of Meir Dizengoffs 75 birthday (Dizengoff was the Mayor of Tel Aviv, he died later in the year). There is an accompanying folio with 7 maps, one is in five colours. It is rare with the maps. The book and maps are in very good condition, the maps are in the original small brown cardboard folio, there is some wear to the folio and there is a class mark on the folio. Druyanov was a writer, researcher and editor. He also edited a 3 volume work on Jewish humour - *Sefer ha-bedichah veha-chiidud* (The Book of Humour and Witticisms). 

*See Entry at Berkeley - Only v. 1 was ever published. cf. Catalogue no. 206B, item no. 108, J. Robinson & Co., Tel-Aviv.*

[ref: 18258] £750

Original wrappers, 19cm., 8pp., text in Yiddish, some minor markings and creasing to the wrappers, overall in good condition. See Prager page 255. [ref: 14707] £45

32. **Fisher, Dr. Myer** - *Medicine in the Bible*. Southport Printed by W.W. Taylor (Southport) Ltd circa 1948

Cover title, 23cm, unpaginated (8pp) “With Compliments written on front cover” In revered memory of my beloved parents - Fanny Fisher - Simon Fisher departed this life January 29, 1934 - July 3, 1934 [ref: 18458] £35


Orig wrappers, 8vo., 3 pp text in Hebrew and English. The disease is cholera. It calls Rev Gaster Chief Rabbi, he was actually the Haham, the head of the Spanish and Portuguese community. A prayer for the end to the cholera epidemic. Very good condition [ref: 17042] £125
34. **Geismar, Otto.** - *Bilder Bibel Für Kinder Gezeichnet*

*Berlin Verlag R. Mass 1928*

Oblong, original printed paper covered boards with cloth back-strip, 15 h x 22cm w. 48 illustrations printed on one side of the page only. Some foxing to title page and contents page and a little on some other pages.

Otto (Nathan) Geismar (b. October 30, 1873 – d. March 30, 1957), an art teacher at the Berlin Jewish Community school (later called ‘middle school’) for boys from 1904 till 1936. Probably best known for his Haggadah which has highly unusual stick figure drawings. [ref: 19128 ]

£400

35. **Goldschmidt, Salomon.**

**Geschichte Des Vereins Mekor Chajim.** - *Fest-Schrift Zur Funfzigjahr-Feier Hamburg M Lessman 1912*

Original printed wrappers, 45 pp. Text in German.

[ref: 19082 ]

£100
36. **Hertz, Dr. J. H. Baron Edmond de Rothschild - Memorial Sermon by The Chief Rabbi, Great Synagogue, London, 13th December, 1934.** London, The Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland 1935

Original wrappers, 22cm, 14 pp., text in English, portrait. Very good condition. [ref: 18118] £85


Original wrappers, 33cm, 21 + 2 pp. A rare Holocaust related document. It is cyclostyled/typescript. It describes all the basic aspects of daily life including food and day to day living as well as the cultural life. [ref:19007] £380
38. **Jakobovits, Sir Immanuel**  
(Chief Rabbi of Great Britain and the Commonwealth) **Religious Responses to the Holocaust: Retrospect and Prospect**  
London: Office of the Chief Rabbi, 1988  
Original Wrappers, 21cm, 15pp. vg  
[ref: 18601]  
£25

39. **The Jewish Agency for Palestine**  
Memorandum Submitted to the Palestine Royal Commission on behalf of the Jewish Agency for Palestine  
London: Jewish Agency for Palestine, 1936  
Original wrappers, 24cm, 287 + (1) pp - Dated November 1936. This was the detailed input from the Jewish Agency to the Palestine Royal Commission which published it Report, often referred to as the Peel Report in 1937. The Peel Report was initiated the notion of Partition.  
[ref: 19077]  
£280
40. [Jewish Book Week] The Jewish View of the Jew


41. Lazarus, Dr. L. Zur Charakteristik der Talmudischen Ethik

Frankfurt am Main, J. Kauffmann 1922. Original wrappers, 24cm, 48 pp, good condition. Text in German. [ref: 8372 ] £35
42. **Mendola, David**  
**Memorial Service. Dirge to be Chanted on the Expiration of the Eleven Months of Mourning for the Late Lamented Reverend Dr. Benjamin Artom, Chief Rabbi of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews of England.** *London 1879*  
Original wrappers, 20cm, 2pp, parallel English and Hebrew text. Soiling to the title page.  
[ref: 18459 ]  
£125

Original printed wrappers, 22cm, 98 + (6) pp. Text in Yiddish.  
[ref: 18981 ]  
£150
44. **Ohab Zedek Constitution and By-Laws, Ohab Zedek, First Hungarian Congregation** New York Ohab Zedek 1940

Original printed wrappers, 15cm, 70 pp. tear to fore-edge of pages 41-44 with no loss of text. The congregation was originally organized on November 15th, 1873. This version of the Constitution and By Laws was adopted May, 1940. [ref: 19076 ]  

£85


Original wrappers, 21.5cm, 23 pp, very good condition. Part of the series, "Taking Thought for the Poor." [ref: 8364 ]  

£25


Original wrappers, 20cm., 124pp., text in Yiddish with some Hebrew footnotes, spine is worn, some general signs of wear, but overall in very good condition. There is a stamp on the top wrapper Agudath Yisrael in the American Zone in Germany. Authorized by the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Association U.S. Zone Team 503. [ref: 14184 ]  

£150
47. **Singer, H. La Vérité sur les Juifs [The Truth about the Jews.]** La Persécution des Juifs en Belgique sous l’occupation Allemande de 1940 a 1944 par H. Singer. [The Persecution of Jews in Belgium under the German occupation from 1940 until 1944 by H. Singer]

*Brussels: Le Presses Dereume*

Original wrapper, 17.5 cm, 23 pp. Mild yellowing customary to age. Good condition.

[ref: 17071 ] £125


Original wrappers, 22cm., 18pp., text in Yiddish, some soiling to the wrappers but overall in very good condition. A pamphlet highly critical of the Jewish community.

[ref: 14715 ] £75

49. **Greenfield, Ruth (editor).** - "SO EAT A LITTLE" Philippines Women’s Auxiliary of the Jewish Community of the Philippines 1966

Original cloth, 22cm, 238pp + ads throughout book. Wear and tearing to dj., and sticker has been removed. An uncommon and interesting Jewish cookery book.  

[ref: 19137 ] £85
50. Habermann, Abraham (Avram) Meir. - Hamafsim Bnei Soncino. Vienna David Frankel 1933
Original wrappers, 19cm, 89 pp. Text in Hebrew. Some wear and tearing to wrappers, a stain on front wrapper, overall good condition. [ref: 19138] £75

51. And with all your soul - Uv’Chol Naf-Sh’Chah. The Order of Evening Services for the Days of Awe.
New York Beth Simchat Torah The Gay Synagogue of New York 1982
Plastic spine, with cardboard rear cover and mylar front cover, 28cm, 137 pp. Text in Hebrew and English [ref: 19147] £100
52. **Haggadah Shel Pesach Im Tziurim V’Targum Aravit Cminhag Baghdad**  
[with illustrations and an Arabic translation according to the Baghdad Custom]  
Livorno [Leghorn]  
The Press of Eliyahu Ben Amuzag and Sons  
1887

Blue cloth, 22cm, Yudlov  
1721, 34 + 4 leaves.  
Illustrated, age toning to pages. Text in Hebrew with Judeo Arabic translation.  
[ref: 19090 ] £125